■ The distinction between processes used to perceive and understand the self and others has received considerable attention in psychology and neuroscience. Brain findings highlight a role for various regions, in particular the medial PFC (mPFC), in supporting judgments about both the self and others. We performed a meta-analysis of 107 neuroimaging studies of self-and otherrelated judgments using multilevel kernel density analysis [Kober, H., & Wager, T. D. Meta-analyses of neuroimaging data. Wiley Interdisciplinary Reviews, 1, 293-300, 2010]. We sought to determine what brain regions are reliably involved in each judgment type and, in particular, what the spatial and functional organization of mPFC is with respect to them. Relative to nonmentalizing judgments, both self-and other judgments were associated with activity in mPFC, ranging from ventral to dorsal extents, as well as common activation of the left TPJ and posterior cingulate. A direct comparison between self-and other judgments revealed that ventral mPFC as well as left ventrolateral PFC and left insula were more frequently activated by self-related judgments, whereas dorsal mPFC, in addition to bilateral TPJ and cuneus, was more frequently activated by other-related judgments. Logistic regression analyses revealed that ventral and dorsal mPFC lay at opposite ends of a functional gradient: The z coordinates reported in individual studies predicted whether the study involved self-or other-related judgments, which were associated with increasingly ventral or dorsal portions of mPFC, respectively. These results argue for a distributed rather than localizationist account of mPFC organization and support an emerging view on the functional heterogeneity of mPFC. ■
INTRODUCTION
The ability to discern and act upon oneʼs own feelings, thoughts, and desires across time, place, and varying situational demands serves an evolutionarily adaptive purpose (Sedikides & Skowronski, 1997) . For example, itʼs adaptive to differentiate how the thoughts and feelings of oneself are different from those of other people, and vice versa. As such, philosophers and psychologists have long debated the nature of the mental representations that separate the self from others (Goldman, 1992; Stich & Nichols, 1992) , and addressing this question has generated an extensive experimental literature (Symons & Johnson, 1997; Klein & Kihlstrom, 1986; Rogers, Kuiper, & Kirker, 1977) .
In particular, one focus has been on asking whether information that is relevant to the self is processed in a fundamentally different manner than information that pertains to other people. Simply put, is information about self and others processed in categorically distinct ways and subserved by discrete neuroanatomical substrates, or is the distinction more a matter of degree? The answer to this question could have important basic and translational implications. For example, self-focusand in particular, ruminative self-focus-has been shown to be positively associated with the prevalence of negative affect in a meta-analysis of 226 effect sizes (Mor & Winquist, 2002) . Moreover, numerous clinical disorders are characterized by deficits in self-perception, selfknowledge, and the ability to understand othersʼ beliefs, intentions, and feelings as well as potential medial PFC (mPFC) dysfunction. Indeed, disorders ranging from autistic spectrum disorder (Di Martino et al., 2009 ) to schizophrenia ( Whitfield-Gabrieli et al., 2009 ), post-traumatic stress disorder (Etkin & Wager, 2010; Liberzon & Sripada, 2008; Bremner, 2002) , and depression (Savitz & Drevets, 2009; Drevets, 2001 ) all have shown abnormal patterns of mPFC activity and/or structure. Our ability to draw inferences about the meaning of these data is limited, however, by the fact that there is as of yet no clear model of the functional organization of mPFC with respect to processes that support judgments of self and others.
Over the past few decades, two types of data have supported the idea that the "self" is a unique mental construct and that self-relevant information enjoys privileged processing, at least in Western, independent cultural contexts (Markus & Kitayama, 1991) . The first type comes from behavioral studies showing that recall of selfrelevant information is often better than recall of other types of information (Bower & Gilligan, 1979; Rogers et al., 1977) and is associated with relatively greater accessibility (i.e., ease of generation), greater confidence, and reduced response time relative to other-relevant information (Kuiper & Rogers, 1979) . Although some took these data to indicate a special status for selfrelated information, this conclusion was called into question by studies showing that the self-reference effect is reduced or not present under certain conditions, such as when the information is negative rather than positive (Ferguson, Rule, & Carlson, 1983 ; for a review, see Higgins & Bargh, 1987) . In addition, some have argued that the self-reference effect may be attributable to non-self-specific mechanisms, such as depth of processing (Symons & Johnson, 1997) .
The second type of data comes from neuroimaging studies asking what brain systems support self-and otherrelated judgments. Across studies, numerous regions have been associated with attributions about the self or others, including the ventral and dorsal portions of the mPFC, ACC, posterior cingulate cortex (PCC), medial parietal cortex, precuneus, and the temporal poles (Mitchell, Macrae, & Banaji, 2006; Ochsner et al., 2004 Ochsner et al., , 2005 Kelley et al., 2002) . Despite this apparent consistency, there has also been a great deal of variability in the specific regions and subregions activated-and a clear answer about whether dedicated neural systems support the access and use of self-knowledge has yet to emerge. To help make sense of this variability, meta-analyses have begun asking what neural systems are associated with judgments about the self and/or others and whether the neural representation of information about the self is categorically distinct or "special" in some way (Gillihan & Farah, 2005) .
For example, Northoff and colleagues (2006) analyzed 27 fMRI studies related to judgments about the self and found evidence that self-judgments are associated with a group of cortical midline structures, including the ventral and dorsal mPFC (vmPFC and dmPFC, respectively), ACC and PCC, and medial parietal cortex. Hierarchical cluster and factor analyses indicated a three-cluster solution incorporating vmPFC/pregenual ACC, dmPFC, and PCC/precuneus, all of which were associated with selfrelated judgments without functional specificity (i.e., across verbal, facial, and emotional functional domains, among others). Consistent with this, Gilbert and colleagues (2006) reported findings from a meta-analysis of 104 functional neuroimaging studies activating one subregion of mPFC: Brodmannʼs area 10 (BA 10). They found that studies involving mentalizing (i.e., attention to and/or judgments about oneʼs own mental states or the mental states of another person) were more associated with medial BA 10 activation, in contrast to lateral BA 10, which was more strongly associated with other cognitive tasks such as working memory and episodic memory retrieval.
Several additional recent meta-analyses have likewise reported an important role for mPFC in mentalizing about self and others (Qin & Northoff, 2011; Van Overwalle, 2009 , 2011 ; van der Meer, Costafreda, Aleman, & David, 2010; Legrand & Ruby, 2009; Van Overwalle & Baetens, 2009) . In particular, a meta-analysis by van der Meer and colleagues provided evidence that vmPFC is associated with self-relevant cognition but that dmPFC is associated with both self-and other evaluation and decision-making processes (van der Meer et al., 2010) . Qin and Northoff (2011) also reported overlapping activity for self-and other processing (in particular, familiar other processing) within mPFC. Van Overwalle (2011) found that the extent to which mentalizing is involved in a functional neuroimaging study is positively predictive of whether mPFC is recruited, further substantiating our focus on this region in the present meta-analysis.
Taken together, these meta-analyses highlight the centrality of mPFC for mentalizing in particular and for processing information about self and others more generally. However, it is not yet clear whether judgments about the self and others are supported by overlapping or distinct neural systems. Indeed, none of the prior meta-analyses quantitatively assessed the nature of the spatial organization of self-and other judgment processing in mPFC, and making inferences about this organization was a principal aim in the current study.
With this in mind, this quantitative meta-analysis aimed to address two fundamental questions concerning the neural systems supporting self-and other judgments. First, we asked, what brain regions are reliably involved in making such judgments? Second, and more importantly, we asked, what is the spatial and functional organization of the mPFC with respect to self-and other judgments, given its putative role in subserving both? Here, we performed the first direct, quantitative investigation of the spatial and functional organization of self and other judgmentrelated processing within mPFC.
Two hypotheses could be proposed for the latter aim. First, the mPFC could be organized in discrete, localized modules. If this hypothesis is correct, one might expect to see a double dissociation between self-and otherrelated regions (Qin & Northoff, 2011; van der Meer et al., 2010; Mitchell et al., 2006) . Alternatively, the neural systems supporting self-and other-related judgments could be distributed and largely overlapping. If this hypothesis is correct, one might expect to see a spatial processing gradient within mPFC (Zaki & Ochsner, 2011; Olsson & Ochsner, 2008; Amodio & Frith, 2006; Ochsner, 2004) .
The question of how different brain systems support judgments about the self as opposed to others is of fundamental interest to both psychology and neuroscience. Although the results of numerous individual studies have been equivocal with respect to this question, metaanalyses offer the chance to aggregate across these studies to identify the most reliable patterns, given that individual studies may vary substantially with respect to the localization of self-versus other-related judgments and the existence and type of multiple comparison correction employed (Kober & Wager, 2010) . To address our hypotheses about the neural differences between self-and other-related judgments across the brain and within mPFC in particular, we had a threefold plan. First, we examined contrasts of self-or other judgments versus nonmentalizing baseline conditions. Second, we examined contrasts of self-and other judgments versus each other. Third, we focused specifically on mPFC and used logistic regression analyses to predict the specific spatial locations of activations related to self-and other judgments. This final analysis allowed us to make inferences about the localized versus distributed nature of the functional organization of self-and other judgments within mPFC.
METHODS

Identification of Studies
We used several sources to find reports on the neural correlates of self-and other-related judgments (including theory of mind) that were published between January 1995 and February 2008. First, we searched peer-reviewed journals using on-line indexes such as MEDLINE. We then reviewed the reference lists of these articles to find additional reports. Finally, we searched for additional publications by the same authors. The data sets and associated contrasts included in this meta-analysis met the following inclusion criteria: (1) They involved self-, other-, or theory-of-mind-related cognition; (2) they involved a judgment (i.e., a mental state judgment or other nonmentalizing judgment) from the participant; (3) they involved unmedicated, healthy adults; (4) they measured regional CBF (e.g., PET) or blood oxygenation (e.g., fMRI); (5) they used the image subtraction method to determine activation foci; and (6) they provided standard Talairach (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) or Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) coordinates, allowing for comparison of results across different studies and different laboratories. Contrasts were excluded if they met any of the following criteria: (1) They involved patients with major psychiatric disease, (2) they involved participants on a therapeutic regimen, (3) they involved children under 18 years, and/ or (4) they were noncontrast analyses (e.g., parametric analyses). This process yielded 107 published reports, which involved 307 individual contrasts (summarized in Supplementary Tables 1 and 2). As detailed in Supplementary Table 1 , 29 studies were coded but did not contribute contrasts to the meta-analysis because of our conservative coding algorithm, described below. The meta-analytic database included all individual contrast foci that were reported as significant as designated by the criteria of the individual studies. Coordinates were verified by at least two independent investigators.
Study Coding
Included contrasts were coded by multiple coders in the Social Cognitive Affective Neuroscience Unit at Columbia University. All contrasts were coded by at least two trained coders. Any disagreements between coders were arbitrated after independent coding to any resolve any discrepancies . Coders made binary (yes/no) coding judgments on the basis of the individual experimental conditions that comprised the included contrasts for the agent involved in the experimental condition (e.g., the target of a mental state judgment): self, nonself, other (normative/people in general), other (specific group), or other (individuated). Coders also made ratings of the nature of the judgment performed in the contrast (i.e., whether it was a mental state judgment or not). Finally, coders specified how conditions were grouped and subtracted from one another to form contrasts.
This procedure then yielded binary contrast codes for each included contrast of an included study that corresponded to whether that contrast was reflective of activation pertaining to self or other (i.e., any one of the three other options) and whether it was reflective of a mental state judgment. The contrast code algorithm was designed to exclude contrasts that did not isolate self; for example, a contrast of assessing the selfrelevance of positive versus negative trait words would not count as a "self" contrast, given that the self target was involved in both parts of the contrast. Furthermore, contrasts that were reflective of both self-and other-related judgments were excluded from further analysis.
We also created a baseline contrast designation that applied across the entire database, defined as contrasts that were not reflective of self-related or other-related judgments, were not reflective of making any mental state judgment, and were positively coded as being reflective of a non-mental state judgment. Examples of baseline contrasts included contrasts that were reflective of general semantic processing (e.g., letter judgment) and nonmentalizing object description.
The total number of contrasts that pertained to each condition were as follows: 74 for self, 76 for other, and 24 for baseline. These contrasts were drawn from 48 studies for self, 48 studies for other, and 19 studies for baseline (Supplementary Tables 1 and 2) .
Across self-and other judgment conditions, the nature of the mental state judgment varied although, for each judgment, a comparable number of contrasts were coded as being affectively relevant (17 for self and 19 for other), relating to trait judgments (11 for self and 14 for other), and relating to a targetʼs intentions (9 for self and 20 for other). Contrasts coded as cognitive, such as theory-ofmind judgments, were more often associated with other (22 contrasts) rather than the self (two contrasts). A given contrast could be associated with multiple mental state judgments, and some contrasts are not represented in the mental state judgment totals above if the contrast involved the same type of judgment in each compared condition. For example, if a given contrast compared the same type of mental state judgment (e.g., trait adjective judgment) across two targets (e.g., self and other), it would be represented as a self contrast but not a trait contrast. That said, given the relatively small number of studies within each Self/Other × Judgment type condition, drawing inferences about differences between types of mental state judgments was not the focus of the present analysis.
Data Analysis Overview
To answer the questions posed above, we used the following analysis methods. First, we investigated which brain regions were reliably associated with self-related judgments, other-related judgments, or both (as assessed via comparing self-and other processing with a nonmentalizing baseline, defined above). To do this, we used multilevel kernel density analysis (MKDA; Kober & Wager, 2010; Kober et al., 2008; Wager, Lindquist, & Kaplan, 2007) , as described below. This approach treats contrasts as the unit of analysis. A thorough explanation of MKDA and its relationship with other metaanalytic techniques has been previously given by Wager and colleagues (Kober & Wager, 2010; Wager et al., 2007 Wager et al., , 2008 . Second, focusing on mPFC specifically, we sought to draw inferences about the distribution of self-other representations across space in this region by performing a logistic regression analysis, described below (Lindquist, Wager, Kober, Bliss-Moreau, & Barrett, in press ).
MKDA
First, activation peak coordinates from each of the included contrasts included in the meta-analytic database were registered to a standard brain from the MNI, avg152T1.img, as distributed with SPM5 software ( Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, United Kingdom). Coordinates originally reported in Talairach stereotactic space (Talairach & Tournoux, 1988) were converted to MNI space (Matthew Brett, imaging. mrc-cbu.cam.ac.uk/downloads/MNI2tal/tal2mni.m). Peaks were then convolved with a 10-mm spherical kernel, a consensus kernel size for MKDA (Kober & Wager, 2010; Salimi-Khorshidi, Smith, Keltner, Wager, & Nichols, 2009; Wager et al., 2007; Wager, Jonides, & Reading, 2004) . This produced comparison indicator maps (CIMs) in which "active" voxels are given a value of 1 (e.g., "this contrast activated within 10 mm").
Once CIMs were constructed for every contrast, a density map across all contrasts reflected the proportion of contrasts that activate near each voxel by taking a weighted average of the indicator maps. The weights for each study were the square root of the sample size, which weighs larger studies more heavily (similar to effect size measurements). CIMs from one condition (e.g., self ) could then be compared with CIMs from another condition (e.g., other). The meta-analysis statistic at each voxel (P or "density") was the proportion difference (P) of contrasts that activated within 10 mm of that voxel, weighted by the sample size of the study.
Finally, to threshold the results, P was compared with a null-hypothesis density P 0 established through Monte Carlo simulation. The null hypothesis was a uniform random distribution of peaks within each comparison in gray matter in the standard brain. For each CIM, we identified contiguous activation blobs of suprathreshold voxels. In each of 5,000 Monte Carlo iterations, the locations of the activation blobs were selected at random within a gray-matter mask (smoothed to include an 8-mm border, derived from segmentation of the avg152T1.img template using SPM2). The search volume contained 231,202 2-mm isotropic voxels. Shape of the activation blobs was held constant (i.e., we condition on activation blob size and shape within each CIM). After each iteration, the maximum across-study density statistic (P) over the whole brain is saved. The critical family-wise error (FWE) rate-controlled threshold is the proportion that exceeds the whole-brain maximum in 95% of the Monte Carlo maps-controlling for the chance of seeing false positives anywhere in the brain at p < .05, corrected.
After each Monte Carlo iteration, the largest cluster of contiguous voxels was saved, and a cluster extent threshold was set at the 95th percentile of these values across iterations, following the concept behind "cluster extentbased" multiple comparison correction implemented in SPM software (Friston, Worsley, Frackowiak, Mazziotta, & Evans, 1994) . Results survived whole-brain correction if they met either height-based criteria alone (i.e., sufficiently large activation proportion differential, regardless of extent) or cluster extent-based criteria. Height (i.e., activation proportion) and extent thresholds varied for each MKDA, but all were significant at p < .05, FWE corrected. Results were visualized using NeuroElf software (neuroelf.net).
Logistic Regression Analysis for mPFC
To draw direct inferences about the spatial distribution of self versus other representations that are unbiased by potential smoothing artifacts, we performed a binary logistic regression incorporating three continuous predictors (MNI standardized x, y, and z coordinates for each point located within an independently defined mPFC boundary) and one binary dependent variable (activation point associated with a self-vs. other-specific contrast). The mPFC boundary was defined as follows: |x| < 25, y > 15, and z > −5. We imposed the restriction on the z coordinate to exclude the OFC area, which was not of interest to the present analyses (cf. Van Overwalle, 2009 , 2011 . The resulting analysis was performed on 47 self contrasts and 43 other contrasts that reported activation points within this mPFC region. These contrasts were drawn from 33 studies for self and 34 studies for other.
RESULTS
MKDA Analyses: Regions Involved in Processing Self, Other, or Both
Although contrasts were the unit of analysis, we first plotted standardized individual points corresponding to each condition of interest (self-and other target judgments) on canonical brain slices for visualization (Figure 1) .
To address our first question regarding which regions are associated with making judgments with respect to the self, an other, or both, we performed an MKDA comparing both self and other with a nonmentalizing baseline. Figure 2 shows results for both self > baseline, other > baseline, and their overlap on representative brain slices, and Supplementary Figure 1 shows a whole-brain montage. Results showed broad similarity in activation patterns: Both self versus baseline and other versus baseline involved activation of a large area of mPFC ranging from ventral to dorsal extents. Although mPFC represented by far the greatest region of overlap, commonly activated regions were also seen in the left TPJ, posterior cingulate, and left middle temporal gyrus/STS (Supplementary Table 3) .
Next, we sought to directly compare self-and otherrelated judgments using MKDA. Figure 3 shows that the self condition, relative to the other condition, significantly activated vmPFC, including left rostral BA 10, anterior paracingulate cortex (BA 32), left ventrolateral PFC (vlPFC), left anterior and mid-insula, left dorsal caudate, thalamus, and left temporal pole. Notably, very little right-lateralized activation was observed for the self relative to the other condition. For the other condition relative to the self condition, robust bilateral dmPFC activity was observed, Within mPFC, logistic regression analyses showed a significant effect of z coordinate predicting self versus other contrast status, whereas x and y coordinates were not significantly predictive (Table 1) . These results reflect a spatial processing gradient, such that increasingly ventral or dorsal mPFC activation were increasingly associated with either self-or other-related judgments, respectively. A histogram showing distributions of self-and otherrelated points as a function of z coordinate within mPFC (defined independently of the MKDA analyses) is shown in Figure 4 . Furthermore, to illustrate the logistic regression result for the z coordinates in particular, a scatterplot showing estimated self proportions as a function of z coordinate within the mPFC boundary is shown in Figure 5 (r = −0.71, p < .01).
DISCUSSION
The question of how different brain systems support judgments about the self as opposed to others is of fundamental interest to both psychology and neuroscience. Although the results of numerous individual studies have been equivocal with respect to this question, metaanalyses offer the chance to aggregate across these studies to identify the most reliable patterns. With this in mind, the meta-analysis presented here had two principal goals. First, we sought to discern which brain areas, in general, were reliably associated with judgments made with respect to the self, an other, or both. Second, based on the reliable association of the mPFC with both self-and other processing in this and other meta-analyses, we sought to perform the first direct, quantitative investigation of the spatial and functional organization of self-and otherrelated processing within mPFC. Using a database of 107 published neuroimaging studies, we reported evidence for self-and other-related judgments being (1) supported by both common and distinct groups of regions that include many implicated in mentalizing in prior work and (2) associated with a spatial mentalizing gradient within mPFC, with increasingly ventral activation being increasingly associated with self-related judgments and increasingly dorsal activation being increasingly associated with other-related judgments.
Whole-brain Comparisons of Self-and Other-related Judgments
To address our initial question of what regions, in general, are involved in each type of judgment, we compared the neural correlates of self-or other-related judgments to a nonmentalizing baseline across the whole brain using MKDA. We, first, separately compared self-and otherrelated processing with baseline activity. Then, we examined the extent of the overlap of regions that were recruited. Broad overlap was observed in both vmPFC and dmPFC, which is consistent with prior work indicating that mPFC is involved in attending to oneʼs own or anotherʼs mental state ( Van Overwalle, 2011; Legrand & Ruby, 2009; Van Overwalle & Baetens, 2009; Gilbert et al., 2006; Ochsner et al., 2004 Ochsner et al., , 2005 . Although the overlap 
In this analysis, self-and other-related points were coded as 1 and −1, respectively.
in mPFC was the most striking and extensive, there was substantial functional overlap in other areas of the brain as well, including left TPJ, posterior cingulate, and left middle temporal gyrus and STS, all of which have been previously associated with mentalizing about the beliefs, desires, perceptions, or emotions of oneself and others ( Van Overwalle & Baetens, 2009; Northoff et al., 2006; Saxe, Carey, & Kanwisher, 2004; Gallagher & Frith, 2003) . As such, these results confirm the idea that this suite of regions is essential for making judgments about mental states, regardless of whose states they are. We next directly compared self-and other judgments to identify regions differentially associated with each type of judgment, with a particular emphasis on interrogating mPFC activity for functional specificity related to selfjudgments. Consistent with prior work (Qin & Northoff, 2011; van der Meer et al., 2010; Gilbert et al., 2006; Mitchell et al., 2006; Northoff et al., 2006; Mitchell, Banaji, & Macrae, 2005) , we found that self-related judgments were associated with relatively ventral mPFC (BA 10) and anterior paracingulate cortex (BA 32), whereas other-related judgments were associated with relatively dorsal mPFC (BAs 8 and 9).
In addition, self-related judgments were associated with almost entirely left-lateralized activity, including left vlPFC, left anterior and mid-insula, and dorsal caudate. This stands in contrast to prior work that has associated self-related judgments with right-lateralized activity (Keenan, Ganis, Freund, & Pascual-Leone, 2000; Keenan, Wheeler, Gallup, & Pascual-Leone, 2000) . vlPFC, and in particular, left vlPFC, has been associated with retrieval of information from semantic memory (Badre & Wagner, 2007; ThompsonSchill, Bedny, & Goldberg, 2005) , and this represents a plausible functional explanation in this case, given task demands that required recalling personally relevant information. The left anterior insula findings are consistent with the results of another recent self-other meta-analysis (Qin et al., 2012; Qin & Northoff, 2011) and with a role for interoception in self-related awareness that involves the anterior insula (Denny, Ochsner, Weber, & Wager, in preparation; Craig, 2009; Wager & Barrett, 2004) . In addition, the caudate body activity reported here may reflect a connection between self-focused mentalizing and generalized reward processing, consistent with the notion that there are inherently rewarding aspects to the self (Enzi, de Greck, Prosch, Tempelmann, & Northoff, 2009) .
Taken together, the present results are largely consistent with those of prior meta-analyses ( Van Overwalle, 2009 , 2011 Van Overwalle & Baetens, 2009; Gilbert et al., 2006; Northoff et al., 2006) . Specifically, like Northoff and colleagues, we found evidence for self-related judgments being reliably associated with activation along the cortical midline, including mPFC, anterior cingulate, and posterior cingulate, particularly for the self versus baseline comparison, although activation was not exclusive to the midline. Consistent with Gilbert and colleagues, we found that mentalizing (i.e., attention to mental state of either self or other) was associated with medial activation within mPFC, including BA 10. In addition, our results are consistent with those of Van Overwalle (2011) , who found that mPFC activation is positively associated with degree of mentalizing content, although, in the present analysis, we did not characterize the degree to which mentalizing is involved in each contrast.
Furthermore, these results are largely consistent with two meta-analyses that have directly compared self-and otherreferential processing, replicating the finding that self is particularly associated with vmPFC rather than dmPFC (Qin & Northoff, 2011; van der Meer et al., 2010) . Critically, however, neither of those meta-analyses provided evidence for dmPFC being specifically associated with other versus self-processing, as we have reported here. In the case of van der Meer and colleagues, this may have been because of either the reduced number of included contrasts or the fact that only trait adjective judgment studies were included. The reason for the discrepancy is less clear in the case of Qin and Northoff, given that the authors had a relatively large self database and used MKDA. One possible explanation is the fact that their other condition was restricted to a smaller number of nonfamiliar other contrasts, which likely reduced power to detect differences in dmPFC. Whereas Qin and Northoff also compared self contrasts with a relatively small number of familiar other contrasts, this analysis also did not reveal dmPFC activity nor did a contrast of familiar relative to nonfamiliar others.
Discerning the Spatial and Functional Organization of mPFC
Critically, although prior meta-analyses have addressed relative processing dissociations as described above, this meta-analysis represents the first direct examination of the spatial organization in mPFC of subregions supporting judgments about the self and others. Using a binary logistic regression analysis that was independent of the MKDA and independent of any spatial smoothing, we found that self-or other judgment status was significantly predicted by location along the dorsal-ventral axis in mPFC. Thus, the present data argue that the representation of processes supporting judgments about the self and others in mPFC is organized as a gradient rather than discrete module.
Strikingly, the results of this logistic regression stand in contrast to the results of the MKDA analysis directly comparing self-and other-related judgments. Recall that this comparison showed apparently discrete and separate dmPFC and vmPFC regions associated with other-and self-related judgments, respectively. It is only with the logistic regression analysis that the spatial gradient for self-and other judgments was observed. The notion that some apparent double dissociations may be more accurately conceptualized as gradients has been described in other domains in the physiology and neuroimaging literature (Fuster, 2003 (Fuster, , 2006 , including in an fMRI examination of the medial temporal lobe regarding response profiles to objects and scenes (Litman, Awipi, & Davachi, 2009) . In all cases, contrasts comparing only the categories represented at the end points of a gradient can only show apparent double dissociations. To detect a gradient, one needs a finer-grained analysis that takes into account regions spanning the end points, as we did with the logistic regression used here.
In addition, the current results are consistent with what would be expected based on prior anatomical and parametric functional investigations in mPFC. Connectivity analyses within anterior mPFC have revealed a ventrally mediated viscerolimbic affective and self-relevance network (with connections to amygdala, insula, and nucleus accumbens) and a dorsally mediated cognitive network (with connections to dorsolateral PFC and hippocampus; Kim & Whalen, 2009; Schmitz & Johnson, 2006; Price, Carmichael, & Drevets, 1996) . Thus, increasingly ventral mPFC is more associated with processing self-relevant judgments, whereas dmPFC is relatively more attuned to focusing attention on making judgments about the external world. This view is also consistent with the notion, derived from a recent review of the functional neuroimaging literature, that vmPFC supports relatively stimulus-driven processes that may be important for computing the value of stimuli in a current judgment context, whereas dmPFC supports more reflective processes used for selecting higherlevel social and affective meanings (Olsson & Ochsner, 2008) .
Relationship to Default-mode Hypothesis
The present results are also interesting when viewed in the context of the default-mode hypothesis, which posits that a large network of primarily medial brain structures including mPFC subserves a neural default state, given the observation that these structures show decreased activation during performance of goal-directed tasks relative to resting state activity (Mason et al., 2007; Gusnard, Akbudak, Shulman, & Raichle, 2001; Raichle et al., 2001 ). The present results suggest that increasingly ventral activity is more strongly associated with self-related "default" functional activity, given that mPFC activity is also prominently observed during rest. It is notable, however, that Gusnard and colleagues (2001) addressed this question with a neuroimaging task involving internally versus externally directed attention and came to a divergent conclusion, finding internally directed (self-referential) attention to be more associated with dmPFC activity. Although this particular discrepant result could stem from multiple causes, we included the results from this study in the present meta-analysis and found that, although both vmPFC and dmPFC were active for both self-and other judgments, self-judgments were more strongly associated with vmPFC relative to dmPFC activity across all studies. Critically, Qin and Northoff (2011) directly compared self-and otherrelated activity with activity from tasks that showed greater activity to rest than to task (i.e., putative default-mode network localizer tasks) and showed overlap between selfrelated processing and default-mode network activity in perigenual ACC, near the self-related vmPFC focus reported in the current MKDA.
Conclusions
On the basis of the results of a quantitative meta-analysis, we have found broad overlap in the neural correlates of making self-and other-related judgments in multiple brain regions including both vmPFC and dmPFC, in addition to left TPJ and posterior cingulate. Direct comparisons between judgments of self and others yielded a distributed set of regions that are relatively more active for selfjudgments, including vmPFC, left vlPFC, and left caudate, and another set of regions that are more active for other judgments, including dmPFC, bilateral TPJ, and cuneus. Most critically, we have provided evidence for a spatial mentalizing gradient in mPFC. Although both vmPFC and dmPFC were significantly engaged for judgments about self and others, increasingly ventral mPFC regions were more strongly associated with making judgments about the self, and increasingly dorsal mPFC regions were more strongly involved in making judgments about others. Thus, we argue that these results support a distributed rather than a localizationist account (cf. Poldrack, 2008) of the neural mechanisms that support judgments about the self and others. Future work may investigate whether the gradient described here is specific to certain types of judgments (e.g., affective, cognitive, or nonmentalizing judgments pertaining to the self and others, etc.). Interrogating relative neural processing dissociations for evidence of gradient or distributed activation networks represents an emerging direction in social cognitive neuroscience research.
